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This document provides an overview and guidance for deploying Shipment Verification. Shipment
Verification is a RAIN RFID use case enabled by Impinj’s ItemSense® 2017r1 Threshold Detection for Dock
Door module.
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OVERVIEW
ItemSense® Threshold Detection for Dock Door Module is the Industry’s first Software Defined RAIN RFID
algorithm that enables Shipment Verification. With over 20 years of experience in developing RAIN RFID
technology, Impinj delivers an integrated Shipment Verification solution that enhances the reliability of RAIN
RFID deployments and improves supply chain visibility. Shipment Verification not only takes out all manual
elements of this tracking but eliminates the need for external triggers such as motion sensors to determine
the direction of item movement through the dock door.

BACKGROUND
Impinj, Inc. offers a full suite of RAIN RFID technology to meet the demands of warehouse management.

Figure 1: Impinj Platform Layers

An illustration of the three layers of the Impinj Platform, and the related 3rd Party Application for the client’s data management.

Business Challenge
Late or inaccurate shipments have a negative impact on many aspects of business, from pick cost to a
customer’s future ordering decisions. Customer relationship mending and logistical costs accumulate and
directly affect the bottom line.
The problems outlined in Figure 2 are mitigated by increasing knowledge of what precisely enters a
warehouse, what leaves a warehouse, via which door it leaves or enters and when these movements occur.
The Impinj Shipment Verification solution not only removes all manual elements of this tracking but also
allows notifications to be sent when transitions of interest occur.
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Figure 2: Cost of Mis-Shipments

An outline of the business costs of mis-shipments.

Warehouse Management
Historically, RAIN RFID enabled dock door deployment faces two key technical challenges – correctly
identifying the direction of item movement, and mitigating stray tag reads. Inventory control faces a problem
when attempting to validate a high volume of items as they enter and leave the warehouse. A single pallet
may contain hundreds of tagged items, and the ability of reading those items may be negatively impacted
by the volume and material composition of the items. RAIN RFID event data accuracy in the supply chain
remains an important focus for customers to unlock the potential business value.
To mitigate these challenges, Impinj, Inc recommends a tiered hierarchy tracking approach.
To provide an example of this hierarchy: first, individual tagged assets that need to be tracked can be put
into containers for convenience, such as a box or a bag. Those boxes or bags can be RFID tagged, allowing
the inventory management system to associate a single box or bag tag with the many items inside. Those
boxes or bags may then be put in a larger container, which is itself tagged such that the inventory
management system associates this container with the lower level boxes or bags. Similarly, many large
containers may be put onto an RFID tagged pallet, and so on. This hierarchical inventory approach
empowers the inventory management system to recognize all tagged items inside a container simply by
reading its RFID tag. For example, reading one tag may represent a hundred tagged items.
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As shown in Figure 3, the item-level solution validates that the correct items are placed in each box; each
box is associated with a containment object, e.g. a pallet; and finally, the dock door solution verifies that
each containment object enters the correct truck.

Figure 3: Impinj Warehouse Layers

Impinj’s RAIN RFID technology supports each step of the warehouse management process.

This hierarchical approach provides greater reliability for warehouse management by incrementally
validating each step of the warehouse management process. It certifies that items are delivered where they
need to be with minimal hassle. The upstream management of items and boxes allows the dock solution to
be optimized to verify the progression of the containment objects as they enter and leave the warehouse.

GATEWAY SIGNAL COVERAGE AND PLACEMENT
Setting up a space to be monitored requires an Impinj gateway set to be positioned around the monitored
space in one of three arrangements:
•

Overhead: A gateway is placed above the monitored space. With just a single reader monitoring
a door, Overhead should be used only with a low tag count passing simultaneously through the
doors at lower speeds.

•

Opposing (Side-By-Side): One or more gateways are placed on each side of the monitored space
facing inwards. This arrangement has good coverage when tags are placed on either side of an
item. If there is a large tag count (between 10-50 tags), readers can be double stacked on either
side of the threshold. Opposing reader placement is the most commonly used configuration in
logistics.

•

Overhead Offset: This arrangement can only be achieved with an xArray® gateway. The user
specifies which antenna beams of the xArray are monitoring a particular space, especially useful
when parallel spaces have to be monitored simultaneously. In this scenario, an xArray can be
placed in between the doors so that a single xArray can monitor the two doors on either side of it.
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Figure 4: Threshold Arrangements

Three different threshold arrangements and the placement of gateways in relation to the dock door.

Although tag count, speed and placement are the primary factors for considering which arrangement will
work best for the use case, we strongly recommend that you consult your integration specialist when
deciding which arrangement to use.

xSpan™ Opposing Mount Coverage
The scope of this document is the enabling of shipment verification. Since opposing/side-by-side threshold
coverage is the most versatile arrangement, we will focus on mounting xSpan™ gateways for an opposing
threshold arrangement.

Single Opposing Mount
Opposing door mount xSpans provide a defined and controlled read field. Stray reads are eliminated as
each tag read is processed through Impinj's proprietary algorithms.
Figure 5 provides guidance on opposing xSpan gateway placement.
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Figure 5: Single Opposing xSpans – Deployment
Minimum Distance = 1.3 meters

For additional detail please reference the Gateway Deployment GuideA.

Dual Opposing Mount
Dual opposing door mount xSpan gateways are utilized when the materials of the RAIN tagged items vary.
The additional beam sweep provides alternative RF signal angle and results in a higher density of coverage.
In this configuration, the upper deck of gateways may be set at an angle which is to be no greater than 15.
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Figure 6: Dual Opposing xSpans – Deployment
Minimum Distance = 1.3 meters

For additional detail please reference the Gateway Deployment GuideB.

Device Mounting and Protection
When constructing protective structures for an installation we recommend following design guidelines to
ensure proper mounting and placement of protective structures. In the physical system design,
reinforcements should not significantly interfere with the RF energy passing between the reader and tag.
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Figure 7: Dimensions for Mounting

For additional detail please reference the Gateway Deployment GuideC.

When planning protective reinforcement to prevent damage from a direct hit to an xSpan by a large surface,
Impinj recommends positioning the reinforcement to 0.75 inches (19mm) above the face of the xSpan. This
spacing allows for ample protection without interfering with the RF energy. The reinforcement (25mm in
diameter or less) should be 5.75 inches (146mm) on center from the center of the xSpan when looking from
the end. When looking from the longer side of the xSpan the reinforcement should be 11.5 inches (292mm)
from center.
Strategic placement of bollard protective reinforcements is recommended. It is best practice to place these
units outside of the 30 RF energy viewing angle when possible. If placement is within the field, testing is
recommended prior to drilling cement and fastening the protective bollard.

Figure 8: Bollard Measurements

Bollards of 6 inch diameter are recommended, however smaller 4 inch
diameter bollards may be acceptable depending on the environment.
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Threshold Setting
Figure 9 represents two xSpans in standard Dock Door position, facing each other on either side of the
door opening. Placement of the xSpans is optimized to provide best coverage with limited signal
obstruction.

Figure 9: Threshold Settings

For additional detail please reference the Dock Door Module Installation GuideD.

IMPORTANCE OF RFID TAG CHOICE
RAIN RFID tag choice is critical to a successful deployment. Impinj will work closely with all parties to assist
in providing the strongest recommendation for a successful tagging strategy.
To meet the demands and variables found in logistics, Impinj’s Shipment Verification requires the
unmatched read performance and data integrity delivered by the Monza® R6 UHF RFID tag chip. The test
results in Figure 10 demonstrate the additional coverage area achieved by an inlay using Monza R6.
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Figure 10: Dock Door Architecture

For additional detail, please reference the Monza 6 Tag Family Support PageE.

Tagging Recommendation
•

Containers that are ensured to be stacked in a consistent direction and consistently orientated
when carried shall be tagged on both left and right side, each tag on a single container to carry the
same EPC. Left and right representing the left and right sides of the forklift when carrying
containers. Tagging of opposite corners preferred.

•

If business process does not allow for containers to be stacked in a consistent direction and
consistently orientated when carried, it is recommended that all four sides of the container are
tagged, each tag on a single container to carry the same EPC.

•

Tag orientation is to be consistent on containers, when there are two tags per container the
preferred orientation is vertical, when there are four tags per container they are preferred to be
orientated horizontally.

•

Tag should be placed near the top of the container to distance the tag from the bulk of the contents
if possible.
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Figure 11: Dock Door Architecture

Shielding Recommendations
•

When RF reflective and absorbing materials are among the contents of the containers it may be
beneficial to shield the space between dock doors so that tuning can be adapted to the environment
and reduce the concern of stray tag reads.

•

Shielding is recommended to extend 1.25 meters above the center point of the xSpan and to the
floor. The shielding should also extend from the wall on the outward side of the xSpan and extend
at least 1.5 meters to the inward side of the xSpan. These distances are relative to the tuning and
should be tested on a controlled set of doors prior to full deployment.

DOCK DOOR MODULE
The Dock Door Module with ItemSense 2017r1 employs a proprietary Impinj algorithm to determine the
transition and direction of the highest-level tags through a dock door threshold. Several different
configuration options are available to fine tune the algorithm, making it a fit-for-purpose deployment to cover
various deployment scenario and customer use cases.
•

Proper loading: Verify shipments against the manifest and alert your team when a shipment is
incomplete, contains the wrong items or is loaded into the wrong truck.

•

Track the direction of packages: Identifies transition events with a high-level of confidence
allowing for meaningful data and instantaneous notifications.

•

High performance, High data integrity: ItemSense includes algorithms, diagnostics and
advanced capabilities that eliminate stray reads, heighten system performance and ensure
accurate tag data delivery.

ItemSense
The ItemSense software resides on a Linux host; it aggregates all the tag read data from each gateway to
detect and report transition events.
ItemSense software provides a scalable infrastructure that is flexible, adaptable and grows with your
business. It easily integrates into existing enterprise systems and can deliver information to multiple
applications simultaneously. ItemSense manages the health and firmware updates to hundreds of RAIN
RFID readers and gateways simultaneously.
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ItemSense empowers users to do the following:
•

Define RAIN RFID readers and organize them into logical groups

•

Monitor the health of the readers

•

Discover the identify and location of tagged items and track them

•

Capture configuration into storable units

•

Apply a predefined configuration to the readers during the execution of jobs

•

Collect tag data and make it available for use by upstream applications

When ItemSense is used as a foundation, a matrix of gateway locations is networked and synced with our
partners’ asset management interface to deliver significant improvement in overall facility accuracy.
Figure 12 gives a basic overview of the ItemSense Dock Door architecture terminology and network
structure.

Figure 12: ItemSense Dock Door Module Architecture

For additional detail please reference the Dock Door Installation GuideF.

AMQP Message Queue
An Advanced Message Queuing Protocol is a standardized binary, application layer protocol, designed to
efficiently support a wide variety of messaging applications. It provides flow controlled, message-oriented
communication with message-delivery guarantees.
ItemSense supports AMQP version 0.9.1 to provide a message queuing facility, which can be set up via
the HTTP API. Through the API clients may specify which event they wish to receive by setting the filter
parameters. The client will use these parameters in the reply to connect to the queue and begin waiting for
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ItemSense to post messages onto the queue. These messages will only be the messages which meet the
filters specified in the queue setup request.
Customers can integrate their servers with the AMQP through a simple Python script. When the AMQP is
running, they will be able to capture transition events and collect the following information:
•

Confidence: The confidence level of the read, in a float from 0 to 1 (e.g. “0.45”)

•

dockDoor: The Dock Door identifier/number associated to the xSpans that detected the event

•

fromZone: The ‘from’ location – where the inventory was headed from during the transition (In/Out)

•

observationTime: The time stamp of the Transition event, including date and time in the 24hr time
zone format

•

toZone: The ‘to’ location – where the inventory was headed to during the transition (In/Out)

•

epc: The inventory tag’s Electronic Product Code (EPC) – a 20 hexidecimal character string

Startup and Shutdown
The correct sequence to start-up the system is as follows:
1. Power Up the Gateways
2. Start the Dock Door Module
The correct sequence to stop the system is as follows:
1. Stop the Dock Door Module
2. Power Down the Gateways

CONCLUSION
The demands of a high-volume warehouse require a business solution that reduces hassle and provides
reliable Item Intelligence without the need for manual identification or additional motion sensing
installments. With the help of ItemSense 2017r1 Threshold Detection for Dock Door, clients can minimize
the costs associated with mis-shipment.
Impinj’s RAIN RFID technology can make the daunting challenge of logistics management easier, and
benefit the bottom line.
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D

Support Link: Threshold Detection for Dock Door Module Installation Guide (Pending)

E

Support Link: Monza 6 Tag Chips (https://support.impinj.com/hc/en-us/sections/200465897-Monza-6Tag-Chips) – A support page listing documents related to the Impinj Monza 6 Tag family, including Monza
R6 and R6-P.
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See Reference D.
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